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Context: observations made
1. Underutilisation of data

Beyond compliance not much data is put to work to 
improve performance and decision-making.

2. Reliance on single individuals and consultants

Typically, only one person knows how.

Broader issues requiring attention beyond this 
presentation



Focus of presentation

A. Can utilities gain more control in financial 
modelling? Yes

B. Does Openbox modelling software make utilities 
less reliant on providers? Yes



What does a Financial Model do?
• Projects future income and cash flow statement and balance sheet (3FS), 

financial and service coverage ratios
• Illustrates how assumptions affect the required revenue per m3 

considering financing constraints (cash balance or Debt Service Coverage 
Ratio)

• Provides scenarios and what- if analysis by variations of assumptions in 
demand, capital expenditure, financing conditions, operational efficiency

• Assesses how different (conflicting) objectives are trading off and allows 
decisionmakers finding the optimal balance

• Alerts to particular model outcomes (cash balance, DSCR, coverage)

Each medium sized utility should have a financial model!



Financial model (FM) basics
• FMs are different from ERPs and MISs.
• FMs are (still) in MS Excel (not Power BI).
• FMs may be long term (20+y), medium term (3-5y) or short 

term (<24m)
• A single FMs may be for one utility up to an entire sector
• Dashboards allow users to evaluate input changes effect on 

outputs in charts and ratios and make scenarios
• Tariff models are needed in addition: to asses pricing for 

different groups, levels of consumption, fixed/variable etc.



How financial modelling developed
• From ‘for your eyes only’ → standardisation

– More people can use the model, less dependence

• FAST financial modelling standards
– Modellers can be changed if they work FAST
– Models can be made not only faster, but also more Flexible, Appropriate, 

Structured and Transparent
– Examples:  colour coding, single formula on row, column consistency, 

calculation blocks etc Link

• From manual modelling → modelling software

Openbox entered the market in 2020

https://www.fast-standard.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/FAST-Standard-02c-July-2019.pdf


Materials (1): Openbox software 

• Openbox financial modelling software 
(downloadable for evalution) www.openboxmodels.com

http://www.openboxmodels.com/


Materials (1): Openbox software 

Output

Calculation 
sheets

Formulae

Calculation 
block



Materials (1): Openbox software 

• Preview 
window

Conceptual 
and actual 
calculation



Materials (2): In person 
carried out assignments

Before Openbox

• Sri Lanka country sector model (2019)

• Zambia tariff model (2017)

• Ethiopia business planning model (2018)

Using Openbox

• North Macedonia: Cash flow model (2022)

• Moldova: Regional water supply model (2022)

• Mozambique Sector external financing model (2021)



Method

• Develop usual FAST compliant financial 
models in Openbox and compare client 
involvement to traditional model 
development



Before and after Openbox
Clients’ With 

Openbox

Understanding of the relationships in the model ++

Involvement in conceptual model development ++

Cut off point for design changes ++

Access to draft model during the process +++

Appreciation of role as data and specification provider ++



Results explained

• Client understanding: Formula bar and focus view 

• Client involvement: Arrays, changing names, 
modular building structure

• Excel model can be built anytime during process

• Role clarity: (1) input design concepts agreed (2) 
client provides input (3) modeler provides model 
[not necessarily in this order!]



Discussion
1. Openbox is one of many developments that affect 

modelling and data visualisation e.g. power bi, cloud 
computing, model as a service, new excel functions etc.

2. Openbox forces modeller to work more disciplined and 
rigorous reducing errors, design mistakes and circularities 
that may have gone unchecked in the past.  

3. Openbox still expanding functionalities (e.g. bilinguality)
4. Openbox is win/win for clients and modeller but risks 

remain in this relationship (multiple asymmetric 
information).



Conclusion

1. Openbox represents a major step forward in 
financial modelling

2. Efficiency benefits will go to Client in form of 
better, less expensive and more reliable models

3. Market for financial models will improve and 
become more transparent

4. Financial models need no longer be ‘black boxes’
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